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Abstract A distributed spectrum sensing network is
prototyped using off the shelf hardware consisting of
Raspberry Pi mini-computers and DVB-T receivers with
software defined radio capabilities. Using the prototype network, coordinated, distributed wideband spectrum sensing is performed in a geographical area. The
spectrum sensing data from the nodes is collected in a
database. Well established low-complexity algorithms
for distributed spectrum sensing are applied, and the
results are compared against a professional spectrum
sensing system. We show that with this simple low-cost
setup, the decisions made on the availability of spectrum using the distributed sensing data correspond well
with the decisions made on the reference data.
Keywords Distributed spectrum sensing · Software
defined radio · Raspberry Pi · RTL-SDR

1 Introduction
It is well known that the radio frequency (RF) spectrum
is a scarce resource. Currently, RF spectrum is allocated
to license holders and services by governmental agencies
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who generally assign these spectra for large geographical regions on a long-term basis. With the rapidly increasing number of users, services, and wireless communication systems, and with the VHF and UHF bands
almost completely allocated already, it is unlikely that
the spectrum allocation methodology will keep up. Furthermore, while most of the spectrum is allocated, it is
underutilized [1].
Cognitive radio (CR) is a technique that addresses
this issue by allocating spectrum dynamically to users.
It is fairly easy to see that a dynamic allocation approach can improve the utilization of the RF spectrum,
as communication systems are not bound to use a predefined frequency range for their communication anymore. However, CR introduces several new challenges.
One of these challenges is how to determine what spectrum is available and what spectrum is in use. At first
glance, this may seem trivial, since a quick scan of the
RF bands will reveal where communication is active and
where it is not. If the RF environment is truly cognitive,
however, there will be a high variability on the availability of the spectrum, since spectrum, by definition,
is allocated dynamically. Hence, this calls for continuous scanning of spectrum and efficient algorithms for
determining the availability of the spectrum.
Spectrum sensing – one of the most important components of CR – is the technique for obtaining awareness about the spectrum usage in a geographical region.
The main objective when doing spectrum sensing is to
detect primary users (PU) in the RF spectrum, where
a PU is one who has higher priority or legacy rights
on the usage of a specific spectrum. Correspondingly,
secondary users (SU) are those who have lower priority and who exploit the spectrum in such a way that
they do not cause interference with the PUs [15]. Without spectrum sensing dynamic allocation of spectrum
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would not be feasible, because if specific RF spectrum
was allocated to a SU which was already in use by a
PU, the SU would cause high interference with the PU.
In this article we investigate the feasibility of using low cost hardware for distributed sensing. We note
that the distributed sensing considered in this article
corresponds to non-coherent wideband centralized cooperative sensing, as defined in [2]. We prototype the
distributed sensing network using a number of Raspberry Pi (RPi) devices with USB DVB-T (Digital Video
Broadcasting - Terrestrial) dongles connected to them,
where the DVB-T dongles function as software defined
radio (SDR) receivers. With this setup, each sensor
node costs roughly 50 USD at the time of writing. We
compare our prototyped sensing network to dedicated
professional equipment — the CRFS RFeye Node —
and to sensing with a single device. We use simple algorithms for analyzing the sensing data and for making
decisions on the availability of spectrum.
The article is an extension of [6]. This extension uses
data collected during a new measurement campaign in
December 2014. The new measurements address some
weaknesses of the initial measurements presented in [6].
Most importantly, the measurements are now correlated
in time, which was not the case in [6]. Another measurement node was also added, and connected to the same
antenna as the reference equipment.
In [9], the feasibility of using a mobile phone equipped
with the same type of DVB-T dongle for spectrum sensing is explored. The performance of the setup in terms
of e.g. sensitivity and signal detection accuracy is compared to a PC equipped with the same dongle and an
Ettus Research USRP device. The idea is to equip ordinary mobile phones with spectrum sensing capabilities and use crowd-sourcing to collect large amounts of
measurements. The goal of low-cost distributed spectrum sensing in [9] is similar to the goal in this article, however, measurement methods differ in that we
use field-measurements, while the measurements in [9]
were conducted using controlled transmissions in an
empty spectrum band. The measurements in [9] were
also not based on co-operative sensing, but using single devices to characterize their performance. Another
low-cost spectrum sensing system is described in [3],
where TV spectrum is monitored using a Raspberry
Pi computer connected to an RF Explorer (120 USD)
handheld RF spectrum analyzer.
To the authors’ knowledge, most studies in co-operative
spectrum sensing are theoretical and simulation-based,
and there is a lack of field-measurement studies. One
such study is [13], where co-operative spectrum sensing
techniques were evaluated during field measurements
in Germany using professional RF spectrum analyzers.
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The studies aimed to confirm theoretical findings related to co-operative spectrum sensing, while we focus
on the feasibility of very low-cost sensing networks.
The article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
the general methodology for distributed sensing, while
section 3 describes the prototyped distributed sensing
network. In section 4, details on how spectrum sensing
methods are used are given. Section 5 presents the results from measurements and concluding remarks are
given in section 6.
2 Distributed Spectrum Sensing
The main goal with spectrum sensing is to obtain awareness about the spectrum usage in a geographical area.
When the spectrum sensing is distributed, several sensing nodes are spread out over the area of interest where
each node senses the spectrum on its own. After the
sensing is completed, the nodes combine their sensing
data by transmitting it to a fusion center (FC) where
various combination strategies can be applied. This process is covered in more detail in Section 2.2.
With distributed sensing, a more detailed observation can be made as compared to sensing with a single
node only. Fig. 1 illustrates the distributed spectrum
sensing scenario, where a number of SUs in the neighborhood of a PU sense their surrounding area, whereafter they transmit their data to a FC. Note that in
the scenario considered in this article, the FC contains
a measurement database where the measurements are
stored. When the FC is required to decide on the presence and absence of signals, it extracts the measurement
data from the nodes from the database and uses it for
making the decisions. The decision making process is
covered in more detail in Section 2.1.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the distributed spectrum sensing scenario considered.

In the remainder of this section, we describe some of
the methods used in spectrum sensing, and distributed
spectrum sensing.
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2.1 Signal Detection Techniques
Spectrum sensing is the method for determining whether
a signal is present or not in the measured spectrum.
This is often formulated as a binary hypothesis testing
problem where we have two hypotheses H0 and H1 as
follows:

n(t),
H0
y(t) =
s(t) + n(t), H1
where y(t) is the received signal, s(t) is a transmitted
signal, and n(t) is noise. Thus H0 is the hypothesis that
only noise is present, while H1 is the hypothesis that a
signal and noise is present.
The performance of the detection algorithm chosen
can be described using two probabilities: the probability
of detection PD and the probability of false alarm PF .
As the name suggests, PD is the probability of detecting
a signal that truly is present. PF , on the other hand,
is the probability of reporting the presence of a signal
which in reality is not present. The probabilities are
defined as [5]
PD = Pr(Y > λ|H1 )
PF = Pr(Y > λ|H0 )
where Y is the decision metric and λ is the decision
threshold. Based on these definitions, the probability of
missing a signal, i.e., the probability of a false negative
PM can be defined as
PM = 1 − PD
Clearly, a good detection algorithm is one that has
a high PD and a low PF . However, it is noteworthy
that a high PF means that the FC will incorrectly decide on H1 , which in turn means that the corresponding
frequencies will not be allocated to users in a CR network, since the FC believes they are already occupied.
Although this is not optimal, it is still better than the
FC missing a signal and allocating the already used frequencies to another user.
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thus saving on the required transmission bandwidth.
Hard combining saves even more on the required transmission bandwidth between the nodes and the FC by
making decisions on the presence and absence of signals
before transmitting the data to the FC. In this case, the
hard decisions from the nodes are combined at the FC
using either AND, OR, or majority rules.
Using the AND rule, the global decision on the presence of a signal is set to true if all sensing nodes agree
on this. Correspondingly, when using the OR rule, the
decision will be set to true if at least one of the nodes is
of this opinion. The majority rule, on the other hand,
is a more flexible rule in that it requires that at least
a certain number of the involved nodes agree on the
presence of a signal. The number of nodes to agree on
the presence is typically at least half the number of involved nodes, but it can also be set more strictly, e.g.
2/3 or 3/4 of the involved nodes.
The idea of distributed sensing is also to find local PU’s that are not visible to centrally located sensing nodes. For instance, ad-hoc networking nodes might
communicate locally such that they are only visible to
a single spectrum sensing node in a distributed sensing
network. In this case the data fusion must be done in
a way that also recognizes the possiblity of local PU’s.
A more general data fusion model which takes into account geographical distribution and signal propagation
models is needed, but it is not in the current scope of
this study.

3 Measurement Setup
In this section, we describe the various components,
both hardware and software, of our experimental spectrum sensing network. First we describe the sensor nodes
and the RFeye reference equipment, after which the
implementation of the measurement database, and our
test network are explained.

3.1 Sensor nodes
2.2 Data Fusion
Data fusion is the process of combining sensing data
gathered at nodes. Combining of data can be done in
one of the three following ways: soft combining, quantized soft combining, or hard combining [15]. When using soft combining, the sensing nodes transmit their entire sensing data to the fusion center (FC), where the
data is combined. With quantized soft combining, the
sensing data is simply quantized before transmission,

The sensor nodes consist of a small Raspberry Pi computer, which is equipped with a single-core 700 MHz
ARM11 CPU and 512 MB of RAM. The SDR receiver
is a USB dongle intended for the reception of DVB-T,
DAB, and FM radio broadcasts. The dongle contains a
Realtek RTL2832U demodulation chip and a Rafael Micro R820T tuner chip. It has been discovered that the
demodulation chip is capable of outputting raw 8-bit
I/Q samples in addition to decoding DVB-T on-chip.
This capability was originally used to decode DAB and
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FM radio, but has lately made these dongles highly
popular as low-cost SDR receivers [10].
The dongles are capable of streaming samples at
approximately 2.5 MS/s reliably. A sample sensor node
is shown in Fig. 2. The Raspberry Pi model used for the
sensor nodes costs roughly 35 USD, while the DVB-T
dongle costs less than 15 USD, yielding a total cost
of roughly 50 USD for the bare hardware and a lowquality antenna. Peripherals such as storage media (a
Secure Digital card is required for the Raspberry Pi),
power supplies, enclosures and higher quality antennas
add to this price.

time in this work, and it might be possible to lower
it, if one accepts fewer samples per sweep. This might
however lead to unstable results, as the receiver requires
some time to settle after a retune.

Fig. 2 A Raspberry Pi-based sensor node, with SDR capable
USB dongle attached.

3.3 Spectrum Database

In our experiments, we analyze the frequency spectrum between 110 MHz and 1200 MHz with a resolution
between measurements of 39.0265 kHz. The software
setup consists of a modified version of the rtl power
software, which is included with the Osmocom RTLSDR driver package [10]. This software scans the spectrum by hopping through the frequency interval and
performing an FFT operation of each interval to calculate a dBm value for each FFT bin. Our modifications
to the software mostly consist of making the software insert measured frequency sweeps into a remote database
in addition to writing the values to a local file.
In the measurements performed for this article, we
chose a sampling frequency of approximately 1.25 MS/s
(megasamples per second), i.e. we capture a 1.25 MHz
slice of spectrum at a time. We do however discard 25%
of the measured spectrum interval, since the frequencies
farthest from the center frequency tend to be quite attenuated. We thus measure roughly 937 kHz intervals
at a time, and compensate for the discarded measurements by overlapping measurements.
Each sweep of the spectrum is performed in roughly
60 seconds. We did not focus on minimizing the sweep

3.2 RFeye reference sensor
The CRFS RFeye Node is a spectrum monitoring node
supporting the monitoring of spectrum between 10 MHz
and 6 GHz (in some models even higher) [4]. The RFeye
equipment is being used in a spectrum observatory, lead
by the Illinois Institute of Technology, in which Turku
University of Applied Sciences participates, providing
measurements from the Turku area.
For our experiments, we set the parameters of one
RFeye device to cover the same spectrum width as the
RPi nodes with a 19.53125 kHz data resolution. The
settings of the RFeye did not allow setting the exact
same parameters as for the RPi nodes. The RFeye did
however sweep through the entire spectrum in only one
second (and is capable of even higher rates), giving
a much higher temporal resolution for each frequency
compared to the RPi setup. The captured data from
the RFeye serves as our reference data.

We use a central MongoDB document database [8] (also
called a NoSQL database) to store measurements from
the various sensor nodes. In our setup, each document
inserted into the database consists of the data from one
measurement of a 937 kHz interval for the RPi nodes,
and a larger interval for the RFeye node. The document contains fields for time, sensor ID, start and stop
frequencies, resolution, number of bins, the gain used,
as well as an array containing the dBm value for each
measured FFT bin. This data can then be queried and
combined by computers performing fusion and other
analysis tasks.

3.4 Distribution of receivers
For this experiment, we distributed four RPi-based sensor nodes across the city of Turku, Finland. Fig. 3 shows
the locations of the RPi nodes, as well as the reference
RFeye Node. The node “RPi 3” was located in the same
building as the RFeye, however different antennas were
used. RPi 4 was connected to the same antenna as the
RFeye. The RFeye/RPi 4 antenna was a high quality
wide band antenna with an FM band attenuated connected to it to suppress interference from nearby high
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power FM radio stations. The distance from the RFeye
(and RPi 3) to RPi 1 was approximately 1.2 km, and
to RPi 2 approximately 4.3 km. Table 1 shows further
information on the antenna type and placement of the
various measurement nodes. Note that RPi 2 was only
equipped with a standard small TV whip antenna, and
placed on a window sill of a concrete apartment building, while RPi 1, 3 and 4 were connected to superior
antennas, with better placement.

Fig. 3 Placement of the RPi-based sensor nodes (RPi 1 to 4
in figure), as well as the reference RFeye Node in Turku, Finland. Map data c OpenStreetMap contributors under ODbL
license http://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright

Table 1 Description of the various nodes seen in Fig. 3
Node

Antenna

Placement

RPi 1

Wideband double discone

On balcony

RPi 2

Small TV whip

Window sill

RPi 3

Wideband antenna

Roof of office bldg.

RPi 4

Wideband antenna with
FM band attenuator

Roof of office bldg.

RFeye

Wideband antenna with
attenuator(same as RPi
4)

Roof of office bldg.

4 Methodology
This section focuses on methods used within this work
and how they are applied. We are interested in detecting
signals without a priori information. For this purpose, a
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common and simple detection method is energy detection [2, 7], where we detect a signal based on whether
the measured signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) exceeds a set
threshold. Energy detection is thus not dependent on
the type of signal present.

4.1 Noise Floor determination
In order to perform energy detection, we often need
a method of estimating the noise floor of the received
spectrum, as it may be different for different receivers,
and may also vary with frequency and time. In [12],
three suitable algorithms are discussed, namely rankorder filtering, Akaike information criterion, and minimum description length methods. We chose to use rankorder filtering in this study.
The use of rank-order filters in noise floor estimation was inspired by morphological image processing in
[11]. A rank-order filter R(N, K) takes N values as input, and outputs the K’th smallest value. The noise
detection method iteratively filters the signal with an
R(N, 1) filter followed by an R(N, N ) filter, where N is
increased by one for each iteration. With increasing values of N , wider peaks in the spectrum are filtered out,
until eventually we are left with a single level over the
entire spectrum. In our case, we set a maximum N , that
followed relatively fast changes in the noise floor quite
well, without also considering for example wide OFDM
(orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing) signals as
changes in the noise floor.

4.2 Data processing and fusion
In order to analyze the data, we query the spectrum
database for measurements from a certain time interval from the MongoDB database. We approximate the
noise floor through the use of a rank-order filter, as explained in section 4.1. The noise floor was calculated
separately for each receiver, and was subsequently subtracted from the signal.
We used two approaches to data fusion, hard combining with various voting rules and soft combining using a simple equal gain combining (EGC) method [2]. In
the hard combining approach, we first make hard decisions for each sensor node, where a signal is assumed to
be present if the power in an FFT bin exceeds a certain
threshold above the estimated noise floor. According to
a voting rule, we then set a threshold for the number
of receivers that must have detected a signal in order
for it to be considered present. In the soft combining
approach, we take the average of the measured power
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from each receiver (for each FFT bin), and set a threshold above which the average signal strength should be
in order to count as an actual signal.

5 Results and Discussion
Using the RPi-based nodes described in section 3, we
collected measurements into the database for analysis.
We also collected data from the RFeye reference node
to be used as a reference.

5.1 Results
For our experiments, we combine data from 10-minute
time spans during Dec. 17, 2014. In order to combine
several sweeps during this time, we either used a peakhold method, where the maximum value of each bin
was used to produce the combined result (to preserve
“bursty” signals), or signal averaging, where the FFT
bins were averaged over time (to reduce noise peaks).
This combination was performed for each node individually before any thresholds were applied.
When averaging over time was used, a 2 dB threshold over the estimated noise floor was chosen for the reference data from the RFeye. This means that for each
FFT bin, we accept H1 (declare that there is a signal) if
the signal power in that bin exceeds the floor detected
by the rank-order filter by 2 dB. The 2 dB point was
found by manual observation of the regions where H1
was accepted, to be a suitable level where noise was no
longer likely to result in a false alarm. Since the peakhold method results in a more noisy combined signal,
the RFeye detection threshold was set to 5 dB in that
case. The RFeye data was converted to the same bin
size as the data from the RPi nodes through the use of
simple linear interpolation.
For the data from the RPi node network, we used
detection thresholds between 0 and 15 dB. We also
tried various combination techniques for the measurement data from the nodes. When using hard decision,
we decide to accept or reject H0 for each node individually, and then combine the binary decisions according to AND, OR, and fractional rules. When using soft-combining, for each bin, all RPi measurements
were added together and divided by the number of RPi
nodes, after which the sum was compared to the threshold (0-15 dB) to either reject or accept H1 .
An overview of the captured spectrum is shown in
Fig. 4, where data has been combined using the peakhold method over time, and also to combine the data
from the RPi nodes. The detected noise floor has been
subtracted from the signal in Fig. 4. It is worth noting
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that the rank-order filter used for noise floor estimation
tends to follow the “bottom” of the noise floor. This was
corrected for by choosing higher threshold levels.
Fig. 5 shows statistics from measurements when using the averaging method for combining sweeps, and
an RTL dongle gain of 28 dB. The legend shown within
subfigure (b) applies to all subfigures (a)-(d). The xaxis in the subfigures is the threshold for hard or soft
decisions when combining measurements from each RPi
node.
Subfigure (a) shows the agreement rate between the
RFeye, and the distributed RPi network as a percentage. The agreement rate is the number of bins where
the same decision (H0 or H1 ) was taken for both the
RPi measurements and the RFeye measurements to the
total number of bins.
Subfigure (b) shows the total measured spectrum
occupation. Note that the horizontal line in subfigure
(b) shows the occupation seen by the RFeye when using
the 2 dB threshold.
In subfigure (c), we measure the rate of false alarms,
if we consider the decision made on the RFeye data
to be correct. The false alarm rate is the number of
cases where H1 was accepted for the RPi measurements,
when H0 was accepted for the RFeye compared to the
total number of RPi H1 decisions. 100% would mean
that for each H0 decision for the RFeye, the corresponding decision for the RPi network was H1 .
In subfigure (d), we measure the rate of missed signals, assuming the RFeye decision to be correct. I.e. it
is the ratio of H0 decisions when the RFeye decision
was H1 , to the total number of RFeye H1 decisions.
From Fig. 5, we can see that RPi 4, i.e. the node
that shares an antenna with the RFeye has the highest
agreement rate with the RFeye signal at roughly 94%.
The soft combining and 2/4 hard decision rules also give
very similar peak agreement rates. From the single-node
comparisons, we can see that RPi 3 gives the second
highest agreement rate, as it was placed on the same
building as the reference. RPi 2, however, is the farthest
away, and gives the lowest agreement rates, the highest
false alarm rates, and the highest missed signals rate of
all nodes.
Fig. 6 shows the same statistics as Fig. 5, with peakhold instead of averaging, and a 5 dB threshold. In this
case the agreement rates are overall lower. Otherwise,
the various statistics are quite similar to Fig. 5. Lower
agreement rates overall are to be expected due to the
presence of bursty signals and noise that has not been
averaged out. The much higher sweep rate of the RFeye
will be superior in detecting bursts compared to the
slower RPi nodes.
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Fig. 4 An overview of the captured spectrum from the RPi nodes, as well as from the RFeye reference node. The data from
the RPi nodes has been combined by retaining the maximum value over time and over all nodes (peak hold).

While the RFeye used its automatic gain control
(AGC), we did not use AGC for the the RPi measurements, as it resulted in overall worse agreement rates,
likely due to too high gain settings used. Ideally, gain
settings should most likely be tuned per frequency band
and separately for each antenna used. While high gains
result in generally worse performance, due to excessive
noise, the highest settings might be beneficial when one
is interested in low missed signal rates, i.e. when one
wants to minimize the risk of not detecting the presence of a signal, at the cost of a high false alarm rate.
Fig. 7 shows statistics when using averaging and a
36.4 dB dongle gain. While agreement rates are overall
lower due to higher false alarm rates, the missed signal
rates are also lower than when using lower gain values.

When optimizing for missed signals, the OR rule results
in low missed signal rates, as it accepts any detected
signal from any node.
The RPi 4 node was connected to an expensive antenna through a filter blocking FM frequencies, which
made the complete setup quite high cost. If only the
simpler setups at RPi 1 to 3 were used, the results are
as shown in Fig. 8. The settings are the same as in Fig.
5, i.e. averaging with 28 dB gain. Here the agreement
rates show that RPi 3, mounted on the same building as the RFeye still gives the best match to the RFeye, and even though the soft decision method matches
this agreement rate, the other nodes do not contribute
enough to actually exceed that level. The highest agree-
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Fig. 5 Statistics for 110-1200 MHz on (a) agreement between RFeye and RPi network, (b) total spectrum occupation, (c)
false alarms (relative to the RFeye reference), and (d) missed signals (relative to RFeye), using averaging method of combining
sweeps over time. RTL dongle gain used was 28 dB.

Fig. 6 Statistics for 110-1200 MHz on (a) agreement between RFeye and RPi network, (b) total spectrum occupation, (c)
false alarms (relative to the RFeye reference), and (d) missed signals (relative to RFeye), using peak-hold method of combining
sweeps over time. RTL dongle gain used was 28 dB.
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Fig. 7 Statistics for 110-1200 MHz on (a) agreement between RFeye and RPi network, (b) total spectrum occupation, (c)
false alarms (relative to the RFeye reference), and (d) missed signals (relative to RFeye), using averaging method of combining
sweeps over time. RTL dongle gain used was 36.4 dB.

Fig. 8 Statistics for 110-1200 MHz on (a) agreement between RFeye and RPi network except RPi 4, (b) total spectrum
occupation, (c) false alarms (relative to the RFeye reference), and (d) missed signals (relative to RFeye), using averaging
method of combining sweeps over time. RTL dongle gain used was 28 dB.
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Fig. 9 Statistics for 110-1200 MHz on (a) agreement between RFeye and RPi nodes 3 and 4 (located on the same building),
(b) total spectrum occupation, (c) false alarms (relative to the RFeye reference), and (d) missed signals (relative to RFeye),
using averaging method of combining sweeps over time. RTL dongle gain used was 28 dB.

ment level of 93% can be compared to 94% when all RPi
nodes are included (Fig. 5).
Finally, Fig. 9 shows the case when only the two
RPi nodes mounted on the same building as the RFeye are taken into account. In this case we see how
the combination of input from the two nodes result in
slightly higher agreement rates than any single node.
Here both the soft decision and hard combining using
the AND rule produce higher agreement rates than RPi
3 and 4 alone. In the following section we discuss these
results further.

5.2 Discussion
Figures 5 and 6 show that for the RPi node connected
to the same antenna as the RFeye, decisions for the
RPi node and RFeye node are the same in 90-95% of
the FFT bins, with the thresholds chosen. Peak-hold
measurements give significantly lower agreement rates
than when averaging is used, which is likely mostly due
to the very different sweep rates of the RPi nodes and
RFeye equipment. In these experiments we do not see
much of an improvement in agreement rates due to combining methods over the closest RPi node by itself. It
is important to note that while we assume the RFeye

to be correct in these experiments, this will not always
be true as signals that are not picked up by the RFeye
might be picked up by RPi nodes placed farther away.
A more accurate test would be to place RFeye nodes
at all of the RPi node locations, and directly compare
them. This was not feasible in this study, however.
In figures 5-9 the soft decision combination method
is quite robust and always yields agreement rates among
the best, even in the presence of unfavorably placed
nodes such as RPi 2. During our experiments it was
also noted that when using automatic gain or very high
gains, thus introducing excessive noise into the measured signal, the combination techniques such as soft
decisions tended to outperform any single node. This robustness against interference favors the combining techniques over single node measurements.
In a cognitive radio environment where a secondary
user is searching for available spectrum, one might want
to optimize for a low missed signal rate at the cost of
false alarms [14]. In this case the OR rule is often beneficial to use, as it does not filter out any H1 decisions
from RPi nodes.
A large issue with the energy detection approach
to spectrum sensing is the need to define appropriate
thresholds of detection. These thresholds are affected
by receiver gain, which also needs to be set appropri-
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ately in order to neither saturate the receiver in the
presence of strong signals nor make the receiver unnecessarily insensitive to weak signals. In this work, setting thresholds and gains, as well as tuning the noise
floor detection algorithms were performed using manual
heuristics. This parameterization leads to a large optimization problem which should ideally be automated.
While not perfectly demonstrated with our initial
limited number of sensor nodes in the Turku field trials, a large network of these low-cost nodes could outweigh some of the disadvantages that a single node has
compared to a higher-end device such as the RFeye. As
mentioned the time required to perform one sweep of
the spectrum is quite high (orders of magnitude difference), which will result in lower detection probability of
burst signals. This can be at least partly compensated
for by having a larger number of nodes, and perhaps
also multiple dongles attached to each node. The lower
sensitivity of the DVB dongles can also be compensated
for by having a wide network of nodes, reducing the requirements on sensitivity of a single node, as there will
likely exist nodes closer to each transmitter.

6 Conclusion
The research performed for this article aimed at gaining
insight into whether low-cost off the shelf wide band receivers with SDR capabilities are suitable for spectrum
sensing. The main idea behind the research was whether
a geographically distributed network of low-cost nodes
could, at least partly, compensate for the inferior hardware when compared to high-quality dedicated spectrum sensing equipment. In this work, a small network
of low-cost nodes was set up, with each node reporting
the observed energy levels to a central database. The
observations from this network were compared to an
RFeye reference receiver.
Spectrum sensing in this work was performed using
simple energy detection with preset thresholds. Fusion
of data collected from the low-cost nodes was performed
using both hard decision and soft decision methods presented in the literature. When compared directly to the
RFeye equipment acting as a reference, node placement
and antenna quality tended to affect the results the
most. In several cases, data fusion did not improve overall signal detection performance significantly compared
to only using information from the node located closest to the RFeye. Some benefits of fusion were however
seen when combining data from two nodes close to the
RFeye, as well as when sensor node performance was
affected by improper or automatic gain settings. More
advanced fusion models might improve performance. In
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that area work must still be done to enable robust and
precise signal detection in the time-frequency-space.
A challenge comparing spectrum occupancy using
energy levels is to select thresholds for detection, i.e. to
separate signals from noise. In our case, manual heuristics were used, which is not optimal for the general case
where it should be very easy to automatically deploy
new nodes. This was an initial setup of low-cost sensing nodes, where we showed that the general idea works,
i.e. we get useful information from the nodes. However,
compared to the reference node, the low-cost node is
inferior.
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